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Download.Aortic stenosis is the most common

valvular disorder and the major cardiac complication
of advanced age. Aortic stenosis is associated with

high morbidity and mortality, the latter being related
mostly to the high rate of cardiac failure, which

requires hospitalization and is a frequent cause of
death. Despite advances in the diagnosis and

management of aortic stenosis, the impact of the
disorder on the quality of life of elderly patients is felt

in most communities. The ability to detect
asymptomatic patients with aortic stenosis before the

development of symptoms is one of the most
important issues in the management of this disorder,

but the risk-benefit ratio of valve intervention in
elderly patients is the subject of controversy. Because

the natural history of aortic stenosis is dismal, it is
worthwhile attempting to identify patients for whom
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the benefit of surgery will be better than the risks of
surgery in the elderly patient. The identification of

this high-risk group of elderly patients is a major goal
of any advances in the therapy of aortic

stenosis.Edwin Lutyens Sir Edwin Reginald Lutyens,
CBE (31 July 1869 - 12 September 1934) was an

architect and garden designer, who is well known for
his work in London, as well as Cambridge. His best

known work is the London County Council Pavilion for
the British Empire Exhibition of 1924 and 1925, both
of which are Grade II* listed buildings. Early life and
education Lutyens was born in Chelmsford, Essex in

1869. His father, Charles Lutyens, had been an
employee of the Gramophone Company, having

previously been a surveyor and architect in
Nottingham. Whilst Edwin's father was still alive,

Edwin was educated at Westminster School and St
John's College, Cambridge, where he graduated with
a BA in 1891. Whilst he was still studying, he helped
his father run the family business, Charles Lutyens

and Company, before continuing his studies. He
gained his MA at the Royal College of Art, from the
Cooper Union in New York, in 1894. Career Lutyens

made some of his earliest work with his father, but in
18
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Makers' crosshairs as they aim to reach a Grand Final.
Match Highlights: New South Wales v Victoria - Big

Bash League Mitchell Starc, the brother of paceman
Pat and bowling coach for the Sydney Thunder, has

joined the Stars’ coaching staff as well as hooking up
with his sibling in the nets. Liam McMahon, Tye
Lawley and Matt McGuane all received a call up

ahead of the Tigers’ return to the competition. Left-
arm spinner Craig McDermott will lead an

inexperienced attack after the inclusion of big-hitting
Aaron Finch, Ben McDermott and Marcus Stoinis in
the national side. Coach Justin Langer has been in
charge of the national team since 2013, but was

asked to take a break after the cricket World Cup in
the UK and will remain with the men’s and women’s
teams until the Tigers’ campaign. Allrounder Jackson
Bird is set to serve the final year of his contract with

the Thunder after he was handed a four-match
suspension in the third-placed Sydney derby. QUICK

SINGLE Bird banned for four matches The Tigers could
replace Bird in the XI if they were granted an

exemption by the ICC. Brisbane Heat allrounder Chris
Lynn has been added to the Heat’s squad for their

final two matches after WA captain Adam Voges, who
is still recovering from ankle surgery, withdrew from

the squad. Brisbane Heat squad Gary Katehakis
Michael Klinger Daryl Mitchell Jason Behrendorff Josh
Lalor Alex Keat Josh Inglis Mitch Marsh (c, wk) Sam

Heazlett David Moody Moises Henriques Jackson Bird
Wayne Hopwood Adam Zampa Chris Lynn (vc) Milton
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